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Kent State University Streamlines Student ID Issuance 
Process with HID FARGO® Connect™ 

Kent State University is a public research educational institution with 14 campuses in the 
U.S. and an additional four locations worldwide. Its main “Kent Campus” is based in Kent, 
Ohio, and has a population of more than 27,000 undergraduate and graduate students. 
In 2018, it was ranked as the safest big college campus in Ohio and the 25th safest in the 
country by the National Council for Home Safety and Security. 

Challenges 
The university’s required freshman orientation, Destination Kent State (DKS), hosts 
thousands of newly admitted students every year and serves as an opportunity for them 
to become familiar with the campus, meet their advisors and register for classes. A critical 
component of DKS is the issuance of the FLASHcard, which is Kent State’s one-card 
student ID solution that facilitates everything from paying for campus services and meals 
to checking out library books. 

With a large number of new students attending DKS every year, long lines and waiting 
times for the FLASHcard became the norm. To help bolster efficiency, Kent State was 
searching for a solution to simplify how it managed its high-volume ID card issuance 
requirements and to decrease the amount of time students waited to receive their 
FLASHcards.

“The number one priority at Kent State University is our ‘students first mission,’” said 
Cesquinn Curtis, Executive Director of the Division of Student Affairs. “We’re doing 
everything we can to provide a transformative experience for students — that means 
having the best technology.” 

Solutions
Kent State University launched FARGO Connect, HID’s industry-first solution that makes 
it possible for staff members to securely issue student ID cards from anywhere using 
any device with a web browser. The cloud-based platform eliminates the need for the 
university to send students to a separate location to take their photo and receive their 
FLASHcards. 

How it works:
• A school official uses a tablet to take a student’s photo from 

anywhere on campus 

• The photo is sent to an available printer via FARGO Connect

• The card is printed and ready for pick up by the time the student 
arrives at the issuance office

“HID Global leads innovation 
in the printer space as well 

as cloud-issuance space. The 
FARGO Connect solution does 

provide us a next-generation 
platform for producing cards 
for our students that impacts 

them in only positive ways.”   

Michael O’Karma,
Office Systems Coordinator for  

FLASHcard Operations,  
Kent State University 

Products/Technologies
• FARGO® Connect™
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Results
By implementing FARGO® Connect™, Kent State University has helped personalize 
the FLASHcard issuance process and has cut down on the waiting time that students 
experience to receive their cards. Curtis added, “Switching to this cloud-based 
platform allows for mobility. The university itself has moved to more of our mobile 
tools to provide this transformative experience for the students and that next level of 
technology that will only provide for a seamless experience.”

Another benefit of FARGO Connect is it has allowed for the production of FLASHcards 
without compromising security while also eliminating the need of a localized printer. 

“HID Global leads innovation in the printer space as well as cloud-issuance space,” said 
Michael O’Karma, Office Systems Coordinator for FLASHcard Operations, Kent State 
University. “The FARGO Connect solution does provide us a next-generation platform 
for producing cards for our students that impacts them in only positive ways.”  


